State of
Science
Index
2019 Global findings

Science needs advocates

By 2050, the world population is
expected to surpass 9 billion people.
Science will be more important than
ever to address the challenges we face
as our world continues to grow.
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And that’s not all…
Reimagining
natural resources

Shifting
demographics

Digital
transformation

Evolving
economic landscape

Supply and demand of
natural resources, including
fossil fuels, minerals,
renewables, water, and
food will experience a
powerful transformation.

A gradual but powerful
shift in the composition,
location, and sheer size of
the Earth’s population is at
the core of nearly all
observable global trends.

Digitization is
fundamentally changing
how businesses and
individuals interact, make
decisions, and conduct
daily operations.

The center of world
economic influence is
transitioning from
dominance of developed
countries towards an
increasingly multipolar
environment.

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Does science matter?
At 3M we recognize the importance
of science and use it every day to
improve the lives of people around
the world.
But what do others around the world
think about science? Do they see,
feel and appreciate the impact of
science the same way we do?

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Where we surveyed Year 2

Developed ■

Canada, Germany, Japan,
Singapore, South Korea*,
Spain*, UK, US
Emerging ■

Brazil, China, India, Mexico, Poland,
South Africa

•
•

General population (with global sample of 3M Key Business Decision
Influencer and Influential Information Seekers included)
~1000 respondents per country

*New in Wave 2: Spain replaced France and South Korea Replaced Saudi Arabia

© 3M 2019 . All Rights Reserved.
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Survey methodology
Audience
Countries

Representative sample of national population adults (18+) in each country based on age, gender,
region, race/ethnicity (where applicable)*

14 countries

Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Japan, Mexico, Poland, Singapore, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, UK, US

Sample size

~1,000 per country (14,025 globally)

Survey
methodology &
timing

15-minute survey, combination offline and online
Fielding/interviewing completed Jul. 13-Sep. 10, 2018; data cleaning, quality control checking, weighting completed
Sep. 10-Oct. 10, 2017; global and country specific analysis, content strategy development late Sept.-early Nov. 2018

12-country tracking average

Year-over-year
tracking

•
•

Two countries were removed (Saudi Arabia and France) and added (South Korea and Spain) in the 2nd wave, and
as such, results can only be compared between the 12 countries that were surveyed across both years.
When comparisons year over year are made, the 12-country tracking average is used for both 2017 and 2018
results, rather than the 14-country total.

At the 95% confidence level
14-country total: +/- 0.83 percentage points
12-country tracking average: +/- 0.9 percentage points
Each individual country: +/- 3.10 percentage points

Margin of error

•
•
•

Science was
defined as**:

Science is the process of pursuing knowledge about the world and how things in the world work
through logically gathering, observing, experimenting and applying truths on a particular subject

*Additional weighting also done on education, income, urban vs. rural for certain countries to achieve better national representation and ensure sample is consistent year over year
**Science definition provided in two-thirds of the survey
© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Executive summary

Year 2 key global findings

Image
of science
Around the world, people
are curious about science
and want to learn more.
Curiosity is viewed as the
most important quality for
scientists as well.

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.

Impact
of science
Scientists are seen as highly
credible but unapproachable.
Human connection trumps
technology.

Expectations
of science
Science skepticism is still
alive and well. Improving
science appreciation and
advocacy starts with
exceptional communication
to make science more
relatable.
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Theme 1 key findings: Image of science
Genuine concern for future generations
fuels interest in science.

Curiosity is THE most important quality
for scientists, almost half the world says.

Not studying hard enough emerges as
the biggest barrier to science careers.

• 72% of people are curious about science, vs.
indifferent (18%) or intimidated (10%).
• Though 85% say they know little to nothing
about science, about the same amount—85%
— wish they knew more.
• Top driver of science interest today is belief
that advancements are going to benefit future
generations (59%).**

• 45% agree that the most important quality
for a scientist to have is curiosity, followed
by intelligence (36%).
• Yet, few recognize all the different types of
careers that require science. While 73%
identify an astronaut as a STEM career, far
fewer understand that electricians (50%),
mechanics (46%) and nurses (37%) also
require a science-based education.

• 58% would pursue a science-based career if
they could go back in time.
• Why didn’t they? Lack of perceived
intelligence and work ethic.
• 34% of parents admit to having said at least
one thing to their kids that would discourage
them from pursuing STEM, such as “I am not
a science or math person” or “science/math
won’t be important for your career in the
long run.”

When thinking about science, you are…

Top four qualities for a scientist to have…

Top reasons non-STEM employees did
not pursue a science career include…

10%

Curiosity

Curious

18%

72%

Indifferent

Problem solving abilities

Intimidated

Hardworking / persistent

*Percentages may not add up to exactly 100% due to rounding

**Among those who don’t think science is boring
© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.

Intelligence

45%

30%
27%

36%

26%

25%

33%
29%

Didn't study
enough

Didn't
Didn't do well
Wasn't
consider
in math in
interested in
myself smart
school
STEM
enough
subjects
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Theme 2 key findings: Impact of science
Scientific advancements in healthcare
inspire excitement, but fear lurks beyond.

Scientists are seen as credible but
unapproachable.

Indisputably, the world puts a premium
value on human connections over AI.

• 74% believe scientists should get more credit
for what they do, and 80% are more likely to
believe information that comes from a
scientist than be skeptical of it.
• But over half (58%) believe that scientists are
elitists.
• Most feel that scientists should be sharing
results in easily understood language (88%)
and in a relatable way to everyday life (84%).

• The majority (72%) would rather give up their • The vast majority are excited for vaccines for
smartphone than sex (28%).*
chronic diseases like cancer (87%).
• They would rather make five new friends
• But 77% of people are afraid, not excited,
(87%) than gain 5,000 new social media
about human cloning; 69% fear genetically
followers (13%).**
modified foods; and 65% fear gene editing.
• 74% would rather have a human assistant
• 52% are more afraid than excited of robots in
over a robot assistant (26%).
every workplace.

Top sources from which people believe
science information include…

Give up your smartphone or give up sex?

80%

77%

61%

Science-related advancements people are
most afraid of include...
(afraid only)

60%

Human cloning

77%

Genetically modified
foods
People who Documentaries
work in
scientific fields

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.

Friends or
family

My regular
news outlets

72%

smartphone

28%
sex

Gene editing
Robots in every
workplace

*Excludes prefer not to answer and those not asked in India
**Excludes prefer not to answer

69%
65%
52%
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Theme 3 key findings: Expectations of science
Skepticism and distrust are alive and well. #1 way to increase interest in science:
Here’s why.
make it relatable to everyday life.
• One in three (35%) are skeptical of science,
(increase from last year’s 32%).
• 26% feel suspicious, rather than trusting, of
the role of science over the next 20 years.
• 45% only believe science that aligns with
their personal beliefs – likely causing an
unconscious skepticism toward science.

Beyond funding, inadequate education is
the top barrier to future advancements.

• Those who consider science very important to • Last year, we learned that funding is the
their everyday life has decreased over one
biggest barrier to future scientific
year (47% to 44%).
advancements globally. This year, we explored
• Only 20% stand up for science when debating
what else is hindering science.
its merit with others.
• Inadequate training/education for the next
• Nearly one in three (28%) think they don’t
generation of scientists is perceived to be the
need to understand science as an adult. Top
biggest barrier outside funding (26%),
reasons why include:
followed by lack of interest in science (22%),
• Just doesn’t interest me (26%)
and fewer students wanting to pursue science
• It isn’t going to help me pay the bills (23%)
careers (20%).
• Isn’t going to change my everyday life (22%)
• Isn’t going to put food on the table (21%)

Science skeptics: top reasons why include…
1. Too many conflicting opinions by scientists 38%
2. It is my nature to question most things

33%

3. I'm skeptical of things I don't understand

29%

4. Science is influenced by corp. agendas

25%

5. Science is influenced by gov’t agendas

24%

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.

How to increase interest in science among
those who find it boring includes:
37%
35%
34%

Outside of funding, top barriers to scientific
advancements include…
Inadequate training for next
generation of scientists
Lack of interest in science

Explain science in Show how science Show how science
a way that relates helps them live a will benefit future
more to everyday longer, healthier
generations
life
life

Fewer students wanting to
pursue science careers
Lack of trust in scientific claims

26%
22%
20%

15%
11

Image of science
Curiosity reigns supreme, but the image of science is still
subject to complex perceptions

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q7. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?; Q23. How much do you agree or disagree with
the following statements? Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q6. How much would you say you know about science overall? Select one. ; Q7. How much do you agree or
disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Total (14,025), Base=2019 12 country global tracking
(12,025), Base=2018 12 country global tracking (12,032)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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59%

42%

40%

Higher among younger
generations (Gen Z 18%,
Millennials 15%) than older
generations (Gen X 10%,
Boomers 6%)

39%
34%

32%

11%

11%
1%

Scientific
Science is going Science will help I am fascinated by I am fascinated by Science relates to
advancements are to solve major me live a longer, how things work
the latest
my everyday life
going to benefit
world issues
healthier life
scientific
future generations
breakthroughs

Science is
impacting
government
policy

Science will get
me a better
paying job

Other

Q13. What most drives your interest in science today? I am interested in science because… Base=Those Who Disagree Science is
Boring (10,639)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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When thinking about science…

Q3. Which of the following words best describes how you feel about science? Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Most important qualities for a scientist to have
45%
36%

33%

29%

26%
14%
8%

8%
1%

Curiosity

Intelligence

Problem
Hardworking /
solving abilities persistent

Imagination

Ability to
collaborate
well with
others

Strong
communication
skills

Skepticism

Other

Q25. In your opinion, which, if any, of the following are the most important qualities for a scientist to have? Select top two.
Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Would pursue a science-based
career if they could go back in
time (58%)
Compared to 46% who said they
regretted not pursuing a career
in science in 2018

Q23. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Total (14,025); Q9. How much do you
agree or disagree with each of the following statements? (2018) Base=2018 Total (14,036)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q26. Which, if any, of the following prevented you from pursuing a career in science, technology engineering or math (STEM)?
Base=Employed respondents who do not work in STEM (6,143); Q23. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements? Base=2019 12 country global tracking (12,025), Base=2018 12 country global tracking (12,032)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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80%* agree total
2019

5%

16%

49%

30%

84% agree total
2018

4%

12%

Completely disagree

48%

Somewhat disagree

36%

Somewhat agree

Completely agree

*Numbers may not add up exactly due to rounding

Q23. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=2019 12 country global tracking (12,025),
Base=2018 12 country global tracking (12,032)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q24. Which, if any, of the following have you ever said to your kids? Base=Parents (4,649)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Women (41%) higher
than men (34%)

Gen Z (29%) higher than
Millennials (25%), Gen X
(24%) and Boomers (23%)

Q27. Among the following careers, which, if any, do you think require education/training in science, technology, engineering or
math (STEM) fields? Base=Total (14,025); Base=Women (7,191), Base=Men (6,834), Base=Gen Z (1,032), Base=Millennials
(4,433), Base=Gen X (4,061), Base=Baby Boomer (4,499)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Impact of science
Part 1: Scientists are highly credible – but there’s an
opportunity to make them more relatable

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Are you more likely to be skeptical of or believe scientific information from the following sources?
Believe it

80%

Skeptical of it

77%

73%
61%

60%
40%

39%
20%

People who work in
scientific fields

49% 51%

58%
42%
27%

23%

Documentaries

Friends or family

My regular news
outlets

3 in 4

Colleagues

Company websites

Social media
posts

Think that scientists don’t
get enough credit for what
they do (74%)

Q19. If you hear something about science from each of the following sources, are you more likely to be skeptical of it or believe
it? ; Q28. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q28. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q28. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Total Respondents (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Impact of science
Part 2: We put a premium on human connections over
technology and AI

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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87%

Would rather make 5 new friends
in their life than 5,000 new
social media followers (13%)*

When asked which they’d prefer to give
up, most would rather give up their
smartphone than sex **

72%

their smartphone

28%
sex

Most would rather have a human than
a robot assistant

74%
human
assistant

26%
robot
assistant

*Excludes those who preferred not to answer (PNTA)
**Excludes those who preferred not to answer and those not asked in India

Q14_1. If you had to, would you rather…? Give up a smartphone OR Give up sex. Base=Total excluding India and PNTA
(10,016); Q14_2. If you had to, would you rather…? Make 5 new friends in your life now OR Gain 5,000 social media
followers now. Base=Total excluding PNTA (12,496); Q1_2. If you could, would you rather…? Have a human assistant OR
Have a robot assistant. Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Afraid

Excited

87%

77%
69%

71%

65%
52%
31%

48%

47%

57%

53%
43%

35%

29%

23%

13%

Human cloning

Genetically modified
foods

Gene editing

Robots in every
workplace

64%

Driverless cars
everywhere on the
road

Flying cars

Space travel/tourism Vaccines for chronic
diseases (e.g.
cancer, diabetes,
etc.)

Would rather own a regular car
than a self-driving car (36%)*

*Excludes those in India who do not apply/do not own a car

Q33. Do you feel excited or afraid when it comes to each of the following science-related advancements? Base=Total (14,025); Q1_1. If you could,
would you rather…? Own a self-driving car OR Own a regular car. Base=Total excluding those in India who do not apply/do not own a car (13,829)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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When asked why they were afraid of certain science-related
advancements, people said in their own words*…
“I’m afraid because of the potential risks that come along
with new discoveries. When the world expands outside
of its comfort zone, it’s always terrifyingly exciting.”

“Some advancements affect the stability of life because
of the loss of jobs. There’s also the defect of human error
that could [put] people’s lives in danger, like flying cars.”

“Good ideas are always open to abuse and I don't
generally trust the money men behind some
breakthroughs; also, some people will believe anything
in the name of science, like eugenics.”

“I feel that some of the pitfalls or consequences will
outweigh the advancements.”

“I’m afraid of the unknown. Also, human cloning is just
wrong—we are not God.”
“I don't think it is ethical to clone humans and the
thought of flying cars terrifies me.”

“Advancements like human gene editing may cause
unintended mutations and be passed on to future
generations.”
“The thought of robots in the labor force makes me afraid
of their ability to take jobs away from humans. Even that
sentence, the idea of robots over humans is scary.”

*Some statements were edited lightly for clarity. English language responses only.

Q34. Why are you afraid of certain science-related advancements? Base=Those Who Are Afraid of Any Science-Related
Advancements (12,776)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Expectations of science
Part 1: Despite optimism about how science will impact
the future, skepticism is alive and well

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q5_1. When you think about the role of science over the next 20 years does it make you feel more… Optimistic OR Pessimistic.; Q29. How much do you agree
or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q30. The following question asks about the 'best days of science,' meaning the time period where science achieved, is achieving, or will achieve the greatest
discoveries and advancements. With this in mind, which of the following statements do you agree with the most? Base=2019 12 country tracking average
(12,025); Base=2018 12 country tracking average (12,032)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q36. Which, if any, of the following issues do you want science to most help solve? Please select top three. Base=Total
(14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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59%

44%
32%

Develop vaccines to
Create
Create systems that
prevent/cure
devices/equipment
help reduce the
diseases
to diagnose/detect overall cost of health
disease (i.e. tumors)
care

29%

Grow organs for
transplants

25%

Create medical
devices to replace
organs

21%

21%

Regenerate nerves

Find solutions to
prevent surgical
infections

18%

Develop algorithms
[analyze data] to
improve treatment
outcomes

Q39. Which, if any, of the following do you MOST want science to help improve? Please select top three. Base=Total
(14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Vaccines for chronic diseases (e.g. cancer,
diabetes, etc.)

71%

Driverless cars everywhere on the road

66%

Robots in every workplace

61%

Space travel/tourism

59%

Human cloning

40%

Flying cars

40%

Q32. Which, If any, of the following do you think science will achieve in your lifetime? Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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26%
22%

20%
15%

14%

3%

Inadequate
training/education for
the next generation of
scientists

Lack of interest in
science

Fewer students
wanting to pursue
careers in science

Lack of trust in
scientific claims

Other

There are no barriers
to scientific
advancements in the
future

Q37. Outside of potential funding barriers, which, if any, of the following do you think is the biggest barrier to scientific
advancements in the future? Please select one. Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q15. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=2019 12 country global tracking (12,025),
Base=2018 12 country global tracking (12,032); Q16. Which, if any, of the following are the MAIN reasons why you are skeptical
of science? Please select top three. Base=Science skeptics (4,802)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q15. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Science Skeptics (4,802), Base=Total
(14,025) ; Q5. When you think about the role of science over the next 20 years does it make you feel more…; Q29. How much do you
agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q15. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Total (14,025), Base=Science Skeptics
(4,802), Base=Non-Skeptics (9,223), Base=Parents (4,649), Base=Non-Parents (9,376), Base=Gen Z (1,032), Base=Millennials
(4,433), Base=Gen X (4,061), Base=Baby Boomers (4,499), Base=Emerging Markets (6,018), Base=Developed Markets (8,007)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Science trust index*
• The index quantifies perceptions of
trust and skepticism of science to
understand how this differs across
countries.
• The higher the country’s score, the
greater their trust toward science is,
and the lower the score, the more
skeptical and distrusting of science
the country is.

14 Country Total = 55.1

India

Spain

Brazil

62.9

61.7

59.8

China

59.7

Mexico

US

Canada

59.6

56.2

55.1

↓ from 57.3

↓ from 55.4

Not asked
in 2018

↓ from 60.3

↓ from 60.7

↓ from 61.3

Germany

UK

Poland

South Africa

Singapore

South Korea

Japan

53.2

52.7

53.4

51.1

50.4

50.2

47.0

↓ from 67.2

↑ from 50.2

↓ from 54.1

↑ from 53.0

↓ from 53.3

↑ from 49.1

Not asked
in 2018

↓ from 49.1

*The score was calculated by combining consumers’ responses on the following questions from the survey: (Q15) How much do you
agree or disagree … - I trust scientists; I trust science; I am skeptical of science; I believe in scientific claims

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Indicates that the trust index
score increases, on average,
8.3 points for every increase
in agreement that people
trust the scientific method
(e.g. from somewhat to
completely agree).

8.3
6.2

5.7

5.1

4.5

3.4

I trust the
The evidence/data I believe science
I know how
scientific method
supporting
can solve societal science benefits
scientific
problems around my everyday life
discoveries is clear
the world

Scientific
I was taught to
advancements believe in science
have too many
by my
positive impacts parents/teachers

*Conducted via a regression analysis with trust index as the dependent variable and Q16
and Q17 as the independent variables. A regression analysis is a predictive statistical
modeling technique that examines the causal relationship between two or more variables.
Q17. Which, if any, of the following are the MAIN reasons why you are not skeptical of science? Please select top three.
Base=Those who are NOT skeptical of science

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Indicates that the trust index
decreases, on average, 1.5 points
for every increase in agreement
that scientific advancements have
too many negative consequences
(e.g. from somewhat to completely
agree).

1.5
1.4

1.3

Scientific advancements have Too many conflicting opinions
too many negative
by scientists
consequences

Scientists are biased

*Conducted via a regression analysis with trust index as the dependent variable and Q16
and Q17 as the independent variables. A regression analysis is a predictive statistical
modeling technique that examines the causal relationship between two or more variables.
Q16. Which, if any, of the following are the MAIN reasons why you are skeptical of science? Please select top
three. Base=Those who are skeptical of science

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q35. Do you believe science mostly causes or solves each of the following problems? Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Do you think your country is leading or falling behind when it
comes to scientific advancements compared to other countries?

Q11. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?; Q31. Do you think your country is leading or
falling behind when it comes to scientific advancements compared to other countries? Base=2019 12 country tracking average
(12,025), Base=2018 12 country tracking average (12,032)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Government

61%

Academia/universities

53%

Companies and for-profit organizations

44%

Non-profit organizations/Non-government
organizations (NGOs)

26%

Inidividual/private citizens

Other

15%
1%

Q21. Which of the following, if any, do you believe should be most responsible for funding science and science-based
innovation? Select top two. Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Expectations of science
Part 2: Science appreciation and advocacy starts with
exceptional communications

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Q22. Which, if any, of the following do you do to support science activities and advancing scientific discoveries? Base=Total
(14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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How much do you think about the impact of science in your
everyday life?
A lot

A little

Never

11%
32%

12%
35%

56%

53%

2019

2018

Q14. How much do you think about the impact of science in your everyday life? Select one. Base=2019 12 country tracking average
(12,025), Base=2018 12 country tracking average (12,032)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Science’s importance to aspects of life

91% important total
To society in general

5% 4%

31%

60%

87% important total
To your local community/town

6%

7%

41%

47%

88% important total
To you in your everyday life

5%

7%

42%

46%

86% important total
To your family in their everyday
lives

5%

9%

43%

No opinion/Don't care

Not important

42%
Somewhat important

Very important

Q9. Thinking about the present-day, how important do you feel science is Base=Total (14,025)
*Due to rounding, some numbers may not add up to 100

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Among those who say science
is very/somewhat important in
their everyday life
“You have to understand how things work in
order to benefit from them.”
“Advances in science can improve the quality of
life for millions if not billions of people globally.”
“Because things work in ways only science can
explain and explore in nature and in human life.”
“Science plays a role in almost all our day-to-day
activities, from cooking to even cleaning. A
rudimentary knowledge of science can go a long
way in making all our lives easier.”

Among those who say science
is not important in their
everyday life
“It definitely isn’t going to pay my bills or help me
in my everyday life.”
“I say science is not important in my everyday life
because half of what science does is not true.”
“Science fails to demystify itself beyond white lab
coat and gibberish formula on a whiteboard. It fails
to connect.”
“I don't see any visible evidence of why I would
need it.”
“My job does not require science knowledge.”

Q10. Why do you think science is [Q9a ANSWER] in your everyday life? Base=Total (14,025)

© 3M 2019. All Rights Reserved.
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Reasons people don't see the point of needing to understand science as an adult
(Of those who feel they don’t need to understand science as an adult)
26%

Just doesn’t interest me

23%

Isn’t going to help me pay my bills

More than onequarter (27%)
don’t see the point
of needing to
understand
science as an adult
2018: 27%

22%

Isn’t going to change my everyday life

21%

Isn’t going to put food on the table
Isn’t going to make my life easier

18%

Isn’t something I need to worry about because other people do

18%

Isn’t going to help my career

18%
17%

Isn’t going to better my friendships/personal relationships

16%

Isn’t going to solve societal issues the world faces today

7%

Isn’t worth my time because I don’t trust science
Other
I don't believe in science

2%
5%

Q7. How much do you agree with the following statements? Base=2019 12 country tracking average (12,025); Base=2018 12
country tracking average (12,032) ; Q8. Which if any, of the following, describes the main reason why you don’t see the point of
needing to understand science as an adult? Base=Those Who Feel They Don’t Need to Understand Science as an Adult (3,914)
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How to increase interest in science
(Among those who find science boring)
It was explained in a way that related more to my
everyday life

37%

I had a better understanding of how it could help me
live a longer, healthier life

35%

I knew how scientific advancements were going to
benefit future generations

34%
30%

I knew how it was going to solve major world issues

28%

I could experience science more hands on

26%

I knew it could get me a better paying job
I had a better understanding of how science was
impacting government policy
Other
Nothing would increase my interest in science

20%
<1%
12%

Q11. How much do you agree with the following statements? Base=2019 12 country tracking average (12,025); Base=2018
12 country tracking average (12,032); Q12. What, if anything, would it take to increase your interest in science? Base=Those
Who Agree Science is Boring (3,386)
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Q41. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Employed (8,068)
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But science’s value at the company level shows some room
for improvement

Q41. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base=Employed (8,068)
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Do you value science or technology more in your
everyday life?
Technology

Science

39%

61%

Q4. Do you value science or technology more in your everyday life? Base=Total (14,025)
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How people describe their behavior with new technology/gadgets
I go out of my way to be the first of my friends to
own the latest technology and gadgets
I like being the first with new technology or
gadgets but it is not something that I go out of my
way to achieve
I typically purchase new technology/gadgets only
after it is widely adopted and praised by others

I will stick with the technology and gadgets I have
for as long as possible
I will get new technology/gadgets when I need to,
but I am not concerned if I am not the first one of
my friends to own something

8%

18%

19%

20%

35%

Q40. Which of the following descriptions best describes you? None of these may completely describe you—if this is the case
please select the one that most closely describes you Base=Total (14,025)
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